
Very similar to chaos stickhandling. Drill can be in cross-ice, 1/6 ice or
whatever is available. Have players (doesn't have to be 5) moving in
area with following instructions.

Forward skating

Backward skating

Forehand only puck control

Exchange pucks

Pass 1 Puck

Pass multiple pucks (vary depending on number of participants)

4v1 (when you have 5 players)

3v2 (when you have 5 players)

Progression: Add obstacles in zone
Finnish 5 Puck | Progression for Passing, Puck Control, Awareness
(icehockeysystems.com)
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/�nnish-5-puck-
progression>

Key Points

Players must move to open space

Verbal communication!

Set up as shown, with pucks behind the net and shooters (can do this
drill with 1 shooter as well). Goalie moves through the sequence of
tracking each puck behind the goal line and pushes out to the top of hte
crease to be square to coaches puck. As soon as goaltenders feet are set
a shot is taken at the goalies chest. Drill repeats the other direction. As
the drill progresses the shooters can alter their positions.

Key Points

For example:

Puck 1 goalie is on post

Puck 2- shuf�e to the center of the goal line (head looking

over same shoulder)

Puck 3- remain in same position but rotate head

Puck 4- push to opposite post

Focus on shooters sticks and push to be square to shot, make

the save and cover puck

HCF 10U Week 18- Angling/FC

Theme- Review, angling and forecheck habits.

Finnish 5 Puck 5 mins

Zone work with chest shot 0 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/finnish-5-puck-progression


Start players at the same time.  skates around the �rst tire, around
the other tire and down the wall.   works skating
forwards/backwards around the tire then gaps and angles/checks
player down the wall.

Key Points

Find and attack open space. 

Defensive player gaps up and always skates forward when trying

to force puck carrier wide and maintain defensive body position

V1- setup as shown.  make pass on either side of the barrier to 
who must accept pass (either on forehand or backhand), bring the
puck to the other side of the barrier for shot on goal. If pass is received
on forehand, player must skate backwards with puck for shot. If
received on backhand player bring puck over to forehand for shot.
Players can make 4-6 passes before switching. 
V2- after pass, passer chases shooter to pressure for quick shot on
goal. Can turn into 1v1 and play rebound out for another variation.

Key Points

Move feet

Quick shot on goal with proper mechanics (weight transfer,

follow through to net,etc.)

Coach spots puck behind net, both players must race to get skates into
the center circle before battling for puck and play it out 1v1. Winner is
on offense, loser on defense trying to skate the puck out.
Progressions:

Instead of defense skating the puck out they can pass to

teammates for change of possession

Coach can add players at any point to create certain matchups.

Players can pass to line to add a teammate and create odd man

situation

Players must execute scissor move with teammate to add

another player

Key Points

Execute proper turns and accelerate to puck

Don't put yourself in a bad situation, go into the boards at an

angle and not stay 2-3 feet away face �rst!

Mirror Checking 7 mins
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Bruins underhandle shooting- with chaser 7 mins
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Tomas 1v1 7 mins



High energy game requires speed, quick decisions and communication.
Game begins when coach chips a puck into the zone, players have to
race around the cones (or net) before engaging on the puck, no two
players can go around the same cone.
This game can be setup in a smaller space and different number of
players (2v2 in 1/6th the ice for example).

Key Points

Chip the puck everyone in the zone to work on different skills

(forecheck, breakout, angling, puck possession, etc.)

Players need to communicate which cones they are going to.

Players must be READY!

Drill starts with coach passing puck into play on either side. Players
race around tires to play 1v1 and must recognize who is closer to puck.
Playing further from puck must get to the middle of the ice and angle
other player towards boards trying to force turnover. Goal is to touch
the puck to opponents tire.

Key Points

Angling is a very dif�cult drill and players will struggle with

concepts. Coaches must remain positive and encourage players

to take chances and it's okay to get beat. 

Focus on players skating forwards the entire time, not playing

1v1 with defender transitioning to backwards skating.

No straight line skating, defended must not skate directly at

puck carrier

Mantra for angling is stick on puck; hands on hands, hips on

hands to create turnovers.

begins the drill when goalie is ready by skating in for shot.  reacts
to other player skating by skating around the cones in a �gure 8 with a
puck before attacking the net. After shot   tansitions and used body
language to take away the middle of the ice and steer opponent to the
boards. 

Key Points

Angling, stick on puck, hands on hands, hips through hands

Puck handler should underhandle the puck to remain in triple

threat position

Race to 2v2/3v3 7 mins

1v1 Tire Angling #2 7 mins

Shot into 1v1 Angling 7 mins
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2v2, where offensive team needs to circle around their own net

and attack from the half wall

Defending team must skate inside both circles before angling

the offense off

Key Points

Quick feet, good puck protection

Defence comes in deep and then angles play off to the boards

D, don't let the FWD's cut to the middle. Use stick to block off

lane and potential pass

Small Area Game - 2 vs 2 Angler 8 mins


